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“Human expression, primarily facial expression, requires a very complex and coordinated set of movements by the muscles, which is unique to a particular individual. Hence, unique to his / her identity.”
There are six basic expressions: Angry, Disgusted, Happy, Sad, Scared, and Shocked. A reference expression, Neutral, is included with the six.

However, I studied that on any given day I perform at least many more than those expressions, and dynamically adding to the list each day.
Similar emotion brings out varied expression and personality in everyone
Happy

Sad

Happy / Sad??

Sad / Happy??
THE PROJECT:

My project consists of a database of all the expressions (facial expressions), that I make, or am pretty sure capable of making, which defines my real/virtual personality, my ID.
Sad  More sad  Very Very sad

Upset  Depressed

Scared  Shocked

Sceptical  Funny  Very funny  Morose

Bored  Interested  Put off  ”Really”
Calling out

Calling out (louder)

Got Ignored

What now?

Contemplating an answer

Oh!!

Digging my nose

Okay

Okay

Okay

Okay

Blank

Pleading

Bitter

Making Faces 1

Making Faces 2 (Imitating Tylet)

Making Faces 2 (Imitating a Prof)

Making Faces 2 (Imitating Aleigh)